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ABSTRACT 
~ummerviIIe Cemetery is generally well 
preserved. There is limited evidence of vandalism, 
relatively few broken stones, and much of the ironwork 
is in tolerably good condition. While other cemeteries 
show the results of various fads - such as the reduction 
of coping to make the excavation of graves easier or the 
increase in unimaginative lawn markers to ease the cost 
of maintenance - Summerville has remained true to 
its historic origins. 
The cemetery is, however, in need of increased 
preservation efforts. As stones and monuments age, 
their needs tend to become more visible. This 
reconnaissance assessment has examined a broad range 
of preservation issues at Summenrille. While no stone 
by stone, or fence section by fence section assessment 
was conducted, we were able to identify broad issues and 
concerns. We likewise attempted to lump similar 
together in order to provide the Board with an 
ovewiew of the critical issues at the cemetery. 
It is important that the Board strictly adhere 
to common preservatiodconsexvation procedures in 
order to maintain and protect the cemetery's historic 
integrity and the well being of the monuments. This 
report briefly outlines and explains the most important 
issues, including the need to document the nature of all 
treatments and changes, the need to use the minimum 
amount of intervention that will ensure the protection 
of the stone or ironwork, and the need to respect the 
original fabxic. In addition, we focus on two 
fundamental questions in attempting to develop 
treatment priorities. First, is the object a threat to 
others? Examples of this are loose monuments or tilted 
monuments which might fall and injure visitors. 
Second, is the object a threat to itself. In other words, 
is the object in immediate danger of further 
deterioration. Examples of these include box tombs and 
stones that are actively deteriorating and for which delay 
in treatment may result in unrecoverable loss. Once 
these two priorities are met, other treatments that 
involve long-term preservation (such as the painting of 
fences) or which deal p-imarily with aesthetics may be 
considered. 
In terms of maintenance issues, one of the 
most important is increasing the level of care in 
mowing. The assessment observed a number of stones 
- 
with mower damage. There should be a meeting with the 
landscaping firm to review procedures and ensure that 
their personnel are properly supervised. We found that 
shxubbery was not being appropriately puned, resulting 
with many plants that were either scraggly or that were 
too dense for the good of nearby monuments. We also 
found that the lack of consistent attention to 
landscaping detail had allowed a great amount of 
intrusive vegetation, such as poison ivy and weedy trees 
(some with several years of growth) to take over fence 
lines, trees, plot divisions, and other areas. A much 
more aggressive landscaping policy is needed to keep out 
these undesirable species. The Board should also develop 
a tree care plan and take stem to remove several trees 
that are threatening monuments. The paths were found 
to be showing some early signs of maintenance neglect, 
such as loose bricks at steps. In a a t i o n ,  the number of 
steps in the cemetery dramatically reduces its 
accessibility by the disabled. Plans should be developed 
to ramp sections of the cernetexy as repaving is needed. 
In addition, the use of concrete and asphalt should be 
replaced by the use of btick or concrete pavers. Drains 
are clogged throughout the cemetery and should be 
reopened with catch basins cleaned and pipes inspected 
lor needed repairs. Loose stones and fence parts should 
not be allowed to be scattered across the cemetery, but 
should be collected for safe keeping. The ~ o a r d  should 
also talze steps to renovate the maintenance shed in the 
northwest corner of the cemetery and make it available 
for storage and other preservation uses. 
In terms of stone and monument issues 
having the &hest priority, this assessment identified 
at least 45 stones that are loose and that require 
immediate resetting for either the safety of the public or 
their own saiety. Some of these stones are large and will 
require the assistance of a commercial monument 
company, but all should be overseen by a stone 
conservator. There are an additional 25 stones that are 
tilted 15 or more degrees and that pose a threat to 
themselves or others. Many of these evidence 
submergence resulting from an inadequate (or absent) 
foundation and they will need to be disassembled, have 
an appropriate foundation created, and then 
reassembled. Again, this is work that should be done 
under the supervision of a stone conservator. There are 
at least I I  broken stones which require treatment. This 
work ranges from minor repairs to very major operations 
to ensure the long-term preservation of the monument. 
In terms of stone and monument issues 
with a secondary priority, this assessment identified 
at least 26 cradle graves or graves with coping partially 
or largely submerged below grade. These items should be 
excavated, re-established on firm foundations, and 
where necessary receive repairs by a stone conservator. 
The assessment also identified eight locations where 
there were stucco problems. These can be addressed by 
a competent mason, worktng under the supervision of a 
conservator. There are also seven areas where brick 
repairs were needed. 
The assessment also identified a variety of 
other issues, including stones which require 
whitewashing, stones that would benefit from composite 
treatment, repair of a concrete bench and so forth. 
Finally, there are also a handful of stones for which 
there is no appropriate treatment and these must be 
regarded as lost. 
This assessment also examined issues 
associated with the  care and preservation of the 
fences and ironwork at Summerville. A total of 17 
fences were included. We found that in general the 
needs of the fences were limited. As a first step, many og 
the fences evidence buried bottom coping rails. These 
should be excavated and the ground level of the 
individual plots resculpted to ensure that the bottom 
rails are not reburied. A 4ew minor repairs, such as 
reattaching fence segments to  newel posts, tightening 
newel posts, or rehanging gates, are recommended. We 
strongly discourage efforts to replace missing parts. Not 
only is this fabrication of missing parts very expensive, 
but it is not a critical feature of preservation efforts. Far 
more important, once the bottom rails have been 
exposed and the minor repairs made, is to ensure that 
a11 of the cast fences in Summerville are cleaned and 
painted. Speclhcations tor these operations are outlined, 
but this work should take place under the direction of a 
conservator. 
Finally, this assessment divides the various 
activities into a series of eight action stages $01 
consideration by the Board, with the emphasis on  those 
needs that are most critical. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Nature of the P r o i e d  
While two primary concerns of the 
Summenille Board members rightly involve the 
condition of the various stone monuments and the iron 
fences enclosing family plots, this assessment also 
includes a brief discussion of various landscape 
maintenance issues which have impacts on the overall 
care and condition of the cemetery. This reconnaissance 
assessment is intended to help organize preservation 
eff o ~ s  at the SummeMLle Cemetery and is divided into 
a series of easy-to-navigate sections which outline 
priority issces and appropriate responses. 
Nevertheless, it is critical that the reader 
understand that all aspects of cemetery preservation are 
inter-connected and it is often difficult to realisticallv 
treat them as distinct tasks. For example, there are 
cases at  ~ummexville where it is impossible to treat a 
monument without first removing vegetation - but is 
the removal of that vegetation an appropriate step? Is 
the vegetation as historic as the monument? Would it 
be better to document and relocate the monument? 
There are a number of diKcult issues which the Board 
must carefully consider before an appropriate plan of 
action can be developed. This study will help illuminate 
some of these issues and concerns. 
It is also important to understand that this is 
a reconnaissance level investigation. The survey, 
conducted on SeDtember 5 and 6, 2000. did not 
attempt to assess the condition of every stone or every 
fence section. ~nstead, a more rapid - and admittedly 
superhcial - survey attempted to "lump-together" 
monuments and fences with similar problems and 
concerns. 
To  accomplish this a two-stage survey was 
conducted plot by plot. The first day an assessment of 
monuments was undertaken. Notes were taken on 
markers which exhibited obvious problems, with an 
emphasis on those monuments which posed a threat to 
either themselves or to site visitors. Information was 
noted on the nature of the problem and a photograph 
was generally taken to illustrate the concern. The 
second day a similar survey was conducted on  the 
ironwork in the cemetery. General problems were noted 
and evaluated on a plot-by-plot basis, although the 
assessment is preliminary in nature. 
Treatment options are similarly discussed in 
terns of grouped materials, not on a item-by-item basis. 
While this was n e c e s s q  ior budgetary reasons, the 
resulting report still provides guidance, in general terms, 
on which treatments should receive priority, and why. ~t 
also offers some general budgetary recommendations to 
help the Board prioritize treatments. 
The report outlines appropriate 
conservatiodpreservation strategies, materials, and 
techniques. S u m r n e d e  Cemetery is a unique resource, 
beautifully preserved, and representing an extraordinary 
amount ol Georgia history. It should be treated as the 
fragile resource that it is. This section of the report will 
help explain to users oi the cemetery why some activities 
and some ++repairsw are inappropriate. 
Historic S u m m e r v d e  Cemeterv 
Sumrnerville Cemetery was established by the 
deed of Thomas Cumming in 1824, which described 
the plot as measuring about 260 feet square (roughly 
1.6 acre). The use and care of the graveyard was to  be 
overseen by a Board of Trustees (as it still is today) and 
burial in the cemetery was limited to residents of the 
vaguely deLned Sumrnerville neighborhood.' It is clear 
' While one author has suggested that slaves 
may have been buried in Summerville CemeteTy, this is 
unlikely. Unmarked graves and those marked only by 
fieldstones are much more likely to represent whites in 
the Summewille community of more modest means and 
not A h c a n  Americans. 
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that the cemetery was in use prior to the first quarter of 
the nineteenth century, with a number of burials 
mesent2 and a fence alreadv constructed around at least 
a portion of the area at the time of Cumrning's deed. It 
appears that the earliest portion of the cemetery 
certainly included the northeast corner, bordered to the 
north by what is today Mount Auburn Street and to the 
east by what is today Johns Road. Nevertheless, the 
cemete~y expanded (although it doesn't appear 
that any historical research has been conducted to 
document this expansion) and today the cemetery 
measures about 463 feet along Mount Auburn Street to 
the nor&, 416 feet along Johns Road to the east, 539 
feet along Cumrning Road to the south, and 413 feet 
along Harford Street to the west - encompassing a 
total of about 5 acres. 
Only a very brief history of the cemetery has 
been prepared3 and it leaves unanswered many of the 
questions that concern us in terms of preservation. 
There has been no research on period photographs that 
might help address questions of ironwork care; there is 
no information concerning the various periods of 
expansion; there is no documentation on the small 
cemetery structure at the northwest corner of the 
cernetew; nor is there information on the various wall 
building or repair periods. Some of these questions'may 
be addressed by a careful review of the records of the 
Trustees, others may be answered by a more complete 
title, map and plat search. This information should 
be collected since i t  will ultimately- be of cr;tical 
concern to preservation efforts. 
Understanding ConservationlPreservation 
There is a tendency for governing 
organizations to act in haste when it comes to cemetery 
preservation and to engage in activities and repairs 
which are not in the best long-term interests of the 
cemetery. At least one reason for these poblems is that 
There are at least 11 graves predating 1824 
in the northeast corner of the cemetery. 
3 A few pages have been written by Russell R. 
Moore as a peface to the Augusta Genealogical 
Society's recordation of stones at S u m m e ~ l l e .  
governing bodies are often not aware of acceptable 
conservation procedures. Being unaware that some 
approaches are better than others, they are often swayed 
by commercial appeal, low cost, or advertising claims. 
There are certain minimal ethical standards to 
which any activity in a historic cemetery should adhere: 
1. The condition of the object 
(whether stone, iron, or some other 
material) must be careLlly 
documented before any intervention. 
2. All methods and materials used 
during treatments must be fully 
documented to help future 
generations understand what was 
done. 
3. Any intervention must be the 
minimum necessary. Less is almost 
always considered more. 
4. The intervention must be 
governed by unswerving respect for 
the aesthetic, historical, and physical 
integrity of the property. In  other 
words, it is essential that the historic 
fabric be respected. 
These rules apply whether I am discussing brickwork, 
ironwork, stonework, or even landscaping. 
It is also useLl to understand the essential 
difference between "restorationv and 
"c~nservation/~reservation." One  of the foremost 
architects of the nineteenth century, John Ruskin, 
commented thaf restoration "means the most total 
destruction which a building can suffer." The same can 
be said for cemetery stones and ironwork. 
Restoration means returning an object to ..like 
new" condition. This approach typically shows disregard 
for the original, historic fabric, replacing bits and pieces 
here and there in order to make the historic object new. 
This approach also often mixes incompatible materials 
- causing deterioration of the very object that we are 
attempting to preserve. 
INTRODUCTION 
:igure 1. Example of unprofessional repair (Lot 191). Not only is there no documentation oi: the repair materials, 
but the application itself is sloppy and unprofessional. This is an example of the type of "repair" that the 
Trustees should eliminate from SunlmerviIIe Cemetely. 
In contrast, conss~uatian/~reseroation seeks to 
minimize future deterioration, stabilizing an object's 
condition and maintaining its integrity. Essential to our 
understanding of conservation and preservation is also 
an appreciation for appropriate maintenance. 1 have 
found that preventative maintenance will often 
dramatically reduce the need for far more costly, 
intrusive, conselvatior~ treatments. In othcr words, by 
appropriately painling fences we may slow deterioration 
and often prevent more drastic intewention, such as 
replacement of corroded or lost parts. By appropriately 
pruning trees we can forestall their loss through disease 
or by storms and the resulting damage to stones and 
monuments. 
This report locuses on conservation and 
preservation and I encourage the Board of Trustees {or 
Summerville Cemetery to likewise avoid efforts o i  
''restoration" that are likely to  cause more harm than 
good. 
Fin&, the Board must understand that all 
conservation repairs or treatments are routine 
maintenance - they must not be considered 
permanent. 
~ c c e p t a b l e  ConservationjPreservation 
Procedures 
I will briefly outline a few critical issues for 
difierent conservation or preservation approaches at 
Surnnzenrillc. I n  some cases volun~eers may bc able, 
with training, to carly out simple activities. In many 
cases, most particularly conservation of ironwork and 
stone, volunteers are strongly advised not to undertalie 
the work. In  fact, even professionals in related fields 
may be inappropriate. Just as one would not ask a house 
painter to repair a portrait, it is importan1  hat 
- 
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Figure 2. Rebuilt box tomb (Lot C). The  use of modern brick and hard mortar, coupled with a lack of care i: 
finishing the joints and cleaning the brick has resulted in an inappropriate "restoration" that detracts lroc 
the historic integrity of SummerviIIe Cemetery. Such work should not be allowed. 
handymen or stone/brick masons familiar with 
modern materials and techniques not undertake the 
conservation treatments outlined in this assessment. 
The  work should be completed by conservators 
thoroughly iatniliar with the exacting requirements of 
the treatment involved. 
Stone Conservat ion 
Fragment storage protects M e n  or broken 
stones from loss and damage. At  present there appears 
to be no procedure to ensure that damaged stones are 
identilied and cared for. 
Repairing damage is the surest way to protect 
them, but in many cases fragments can be provided 
temporary storage until funding is available tor repair. 
T e ~ n p o r a y  storage should be in a dry, secured facility. 
Individual items should be marked with intormation 
concerning where they were i'ound. 
A t  S u m m e r v d e  a p r f e c t  s torage solut ion 
would  be rehabi l i ta t ion of t h e  garden shed  i n  t h e  
northwest  corner  of t h e  cemetery. 
Resetting is a common need at  Surnmerville. 
The  simplest resetting involves stones which are tilted or 
which have come out of the ground. These should never 
be reset using concrete, but rather should bc set in pca 
gravel and sand. 
In  cases wLere portions of stones are loose, 
resetting involves tlle use of a wet, high lime niortsr 
mix. Appropriate is a 1:4:S mix (1 part of n&ik 
Portland cement, il: parts hydrated lime, and 8 parts 
clean graded sand). Cement ,  mor ta r  mixes, epoxy, o r  
o t h c r  adhesives s h o u l d  never  be used  l o r  th i s  
purpose.  
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In some areas brich and concrete have merged. 
This is not a good idea since thc thermal movement 01: 
conci-ete is mol-e than double that o i  brick construction. 
Where the two meet it is critical that an expansion joint 
be allowed. 
Where bricL walls are bulged or leaning, the 
only satisiactoly repair is rebuilding. Bowing is generally 
caused by earth pressure and/or n~or ta r  washout 
(primarily the hrst at SummerviIle). This means that 
the existing wall should be tahen down to stable brick, 
the earth behind the wall should be replaced with 
gravel,and the wall should be rebuilt. Weep holes should 
be incorporated into the design, as should be horizontal 
wire ioint reinforcement and vertical rebars. I t  does not 
appear that any capping material (other than brick) was 
used at Surnrnerville. 
S tucco  Repair 
? I here are several brick walls which were 
originally covered in stucco. Prior to the late nineteenth 
century stucco was a mixture ot' hydrated lime, sand, 
and water, resulting in a soft, flexible coating that 
breathed. With the introduction of Portland cement ca. 
1871 stucco became hard, brittle, and relatively 
impel-meable. This cement stucco traps rising damp 
and, because it is so inflexible, tends to come off in 
sheets 
Previous repairs have largely been undertaken 
in Portland cement and in many areas these repairs are 
in failure. Portland cement should never be used as 
stucco material on historic bricb - it is far too hard 
and will either fail, falling off, or will damage the 
underlying bricks. 
It is possible to use a more sensitive mixture to 
repair the stucco, using a base coat o i  3 parts white 
Portland cement to 2 parts hydrated lime to 8 parts very 
coarse sand. Either goat hair or Fibran (polypropelene 
strands) should be added to this base coat for strength. 
A second coat should use 11/4 parts white Portland 
cement to 1 I/? parts hydrated line to 2% parls medium 
sand. A finish (flow) coal should consist of I part 
hydrated limc to 3 parts very fine sand. Another 
approach which many have iound acceptable is to use 
Jahn b160 Exterior Stucco", a single componcnt, 
cementitious plaster which can be color matched. This 
latter approacll greatly reduces application time and 
helps eliminate irregularities in mixtures. 
I ronwork  Conserva t ion  
Every effort should be made to retain all 
existing ironwork, regardless of condition. Replacement 
with new materials is not only aesthetically 
inappmpriate, but often causes galvanic reactions 
between dissimilar metals. When existing ironwork 1s 
incomplete, a reasonable preservation solution 1s to 
repair and maintain the remaining work rather than add 
historically inappropriate and incorrect substitutes. If 
replacement is desired, salvage of matching elements is 
preLm?d over recasting. Replication is typically not an 
appropriate choice since it is by far the most expensive 
course of action, and is often done so poorly. 
T h e  single best protection of ironworlc is 
maintenance - and this revolves around painting. 
Painling maintenance should begin with a good surIace 
cleaning, followed hy removal of loose rust and flalzing 
paint. Typically a stiff wire brush is adequate for this.' 
A rust inhibitor (or even a rust converter) may be 
applied as an undercoat. There are also paints which 
include rust inhibitors which may be used. Alkyd should 
be used rather than latex, although there are also a ncw 
u 
generalion o4 epoxy paints which may be suitable. In no 
case should the paint be applied thickly - this obscures 
detail and does not appreciably lengthen the lifespan of 
the paint. In  fact, thick paint can chip more easily than 
a thinner coat. An appropriate color, lacking any other 
historic evidence, is flat black. Gloss enamels should be 
" AvaJable Loin Cathedral Stone, 8001684 
0901. 
'&rasive cleaning is appropriate for cast Iron, 
- .. . 
which is suHiciently hard. Wroutiht iron, however, is 
- 
softer and the surface can be easily roughened. Other  
methods of cleaning should be soueht first. Ti' abrasive 
" u 
cleaning is necessary, it is advisable to begin with a 
starting pressure of' about 20 psi with a fine (501100) 
slag grit. Final worlang pressure is not likely LO exceed 
60-70 psi with a working distance of a t  least 12 inches. 
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avoided 
. Example of stucco failure on a box tomb (Lot 23). This photographl 
- .  
shows a t  least two layers of a hard concrete stucco in failure with1 
typical cracking and delamination. I 
Repair may include reattachment oE elements. 
Ideally repairs should be made in a manner consistent 
with original construction. For  example, loose newel 
posts originally attached to the stone or masonry base 
using a threaded rod p c k e d  in lead. When this assembly 
is loose, the ideal approach is to  replace 
the threaded rod, repacking it using lead 
or a n  epoxy filler. 
I t  may also be appropriate to 
use small stainless steel braces with 
stainless steel nuts and bolts to re- 
attach coping rails to posts. While 
welding is often expedient (and may be 
better dlan inappropriate mending), this 
approach causes a radical change to the 
fence. Once welded pieces are no longcr 
ab le  t o  move  wit17 
expansion/contraction cycles, this 
causes internal stresses that may lead to 
yet additional structural problems. 
In addition, while wrought 
iron is easy t o  weld because of its low 
carbon content, cast iron contains up to 
4% carbon and is difficult to weld. 
Welding on cast iron should be done 
only by firms specializing in this work 
and capable o i  preheating the 
elements.' An alternative is to braze 
cast iron since this approach requires 
much less heat. 
When used, welds should be 
continuous and ground smooth, in 
order to  eliminate any gaps or crevices. 
When finished, it should be difficult to 
distinguish the weld - the original 
metal should blend or flow directly into 
the reattached part. 
U n d e r s t a n d i n ~ l  Priorities 
W i ~ b  limited funds it is often 
critical that  organizations establish 
p r i o r i t i e s  f o r  cemetery  
conse~vation/preselvation projects, ensuring that the 
' The  reason that  cast iron is so hard to weld 
without cracking is its rigidity. When one small area is 
heated, causing it to expand, the unheated area resists 
- and cracks. 
most critical issues are dealt with first. Sound priorities 
will be based on two factors: 
First, is the object a threat to people? 
Examples o£ this include loose 
monuments which might topple, 
diseased trees which might shed limbs 
unexpectedly, and brick walkways 
which are tripping hazards. 
Second, is the object a threat to 
itself? In other words, if left 
unattended, will the condition 
deteriorate and cause additional 
damage, and expense to repair. 
Examples of this include 
delaminating sandstones, corroding 
ironwork, and trees growing against 
other cemetery Ieatures. 
It should be abundantly clear that krst priority 
items require immediate - even emergency - 
treatment in order to ensure the safety of visitors and 
avoid claims of liability against the cemet.ery's Board. 
Second priority items are nearly as important 
since failure to deal with these items will result in 
repairs costing far more as the condition deteriorates. 
Deferred maintenance is not only good stewardship, but 
it iiscally irresponsible. Simple repairs, delayed, turn 
into very expensive treatments. 
Beyond these two priorities, all other issues in 
the cemetery are cosmetic and fall into a third category. 
Examples might include cosmetic infill, replacing 
missing Ieatures or elements, and cleaning of stones. It 
is far more critical that the Board establish, as their 
third ~ n ~ r ; t y ,  a preventative maintenance program that 
will help to ensure that appropriate maintenance is 
carried out on an on-going basis, limiting the need for 
future emergency treatments. Or& once all priority one 
(threatening to human life) and priority two 
(threatening to the safety of the monument or other 
Ieature) and a preventative maintenance program is 
established, should the Board turn their attention to 
cosmetic issues. 
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MAINTENANCE ISSUES 
Mowing too oken becomes a 
goal in itself instead of being 
understood as but one part in an overall 
preservation Maintenance crews, 
trained in turf management and 
instructed to worlq quickly, oken  
disregard the concerns of thc cemetery, 
which should include prdtecting the 
markers from mower damage, from 
herbicide, pesticide, and fertilizer 
damage, and protecting the site horn 
unwarranted landscape change. 
Mow;na should be done with 
w 
great care and additional time is needed 
to appropriately mow a cemetery setting 
such as Summerville. T h e  layout of 
~urnmemi l le  i s  such that only h a n d  
mowers a re  appropriate .  The  Board 
should ensure itself that the current 
contractor is not using riding mowers. 
Mowers should  never  touch  any  
s tone  - meaning that the mowing 
should leave a 6-12 incll swath of: 
unmowed grass around all stones. 
Nylon I i l amcnt  weedwhips o r  
t r immers  m a y  be u s e d  t o  complete 
t h e  cutting', hut only it a li&t gaugc 
filament is uscd and even t h e n  only 
a r o u n d  stones which  a r e  in good  
colldition. Unstable stones - 
meaning those that are delaminating, 
spalling, flaking, or otherwise delicate 
- should have the grass around them 
hand clipped. 
At the time of this assessment 
the grass has been recently mowed, but 
I have not observed the mowing actually 
in process. I have noted that a number 
igure 5. Example of mower damage (Lot 45). This marble head stone, whicl 
needs to be reset, also shows evidence of extensive mower dalnagf 
(the nicks and lost material on  the edges) as well as improper use o 
nylon string trimmer (the parallel "scratches" across the stone face) 
This is evidence of improper mowing techniques and a lack of care 
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6. Example of unpruned plant taking over Lot 40. This azalea needs careful pruning 
also t o  remove it from the box tomb. This dense vegetation will ultimately result 
marble and the mortar ioints. 
tor both its health anc 
in deterioration of thc 
o i  plaque or lam-type matlzers have had aluminum 
angle stoclz fitted to the edges, presumably as protection 
from mowing operations. T h e  angle metal exhibits 
considerable wear and at least one piece was completely 
dislodged, being twisted, cut, and bent, apparently from 
a lawn mower. This suggests that mowing is aggressive 
and stones with mower darnage were observed. 
Since mowing oj.'len accounts for much oL a 
cemetery's maintenance budget, it may be worth 
considering the replacement of the current lawn with a 
grass that is slow growing, drought resistant, and easy to 
maintain. O n e  example is Bermuda Tifgreen 328, 
although this variety is not shade tolerant. For  those 
areas there are a variety of S t .  Augustine and Zoysia 
varieties that might be suitable.' The  Board may, oncc 
other critical issues are dealt with, consider overseeding 
the existing grass with one or more of these special 
varieties .to help reduce lawn maintenance costs. 
At the time of this assessment the varlous 
plantings in the cemetery were in serious need ot' 
pruning. It  does not appear thal the current landscaping 
firm is providing adequate service in  this area. 
Every plant has a natural shape which should 
be obseived, with pruning in a manner that will allow 
this form to develop as the plant grows. There are  some 
' O n e  supplier of these grass varieties is 
Thomas Brothers Grass, 888/639-4727. 
- 
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Figure 7. Example of intrustive vegetation growing up inside an ornamental 
(Lo1 193). The  size oI these scrub trees, growing up within an 
ornamental reveals that no eHort has been made to remove "weedy" 
plants for several years. This should be an immediate goal o i  
landscaping. 
plants in the cemetery which are likely pruned for flower 
production. In general, spring-flowering shrubs bloom 
Irom wood fcrnled during the previous year and pruning 
sIxxJd wait until flowering has finished. G r o ~ ~ h  that 
the shrubs make alter flowering will provide blooms for 
the next year. Most summer-flowcl-ing 
shrubs bloom on  growth i rom tlw 
spring of the same year. They should be 
pruned during the winter dormant  
season. In  other words, pruning speciiic 
to  the plant should be conducted 
throughout the year. 
I t  mav be possible t o  reduce 
the size of overgrown shrubs through 
"renewal pruning." Using this 
technique the oldest stems are removed 
at  .their base, which ~ r o m o t e s  the 
growth of new L ~ o o t s  and.a~lows light to 
oenetrate the  interior of the shrub for 
denser foliage. Severe pruning should 
be done in the winter when the shrub is 
dormant. While this approach works for 
most broad-leaf shrubs, narrow-leaf 
evergreens may respond poorly. A 
professional horticulturist should be 
consulted. 
While this may seem t o  be an 
essentially aesthetic issue, it also affects 
the health and longevity of the  plant. 
Many of the planting5 at  Summerville 
are historic and every reasonable egfort 
should be made to ensure their care. 
Intrusive Vedetation 
I am particularly concerned by 
the abundant quantities of scrub or 
intrusive vegetation at  Surnmerville. 
These materials, left unattended, can 
disrupt gravesites either by growing out 
of control or by spreading their rooL 
systems. 
Recent scrub vegetation should 
be removed to avoid damage to slones 
or historic vegetation, but great care 
should be taken not to  remove early varieties that may 
have been planted as living memorials. In  general, the 
scrub vegetation I observed was not historic and 
represents "weedy7' materials that should be aggressively 
attacked. These were found growing up between plots, in 
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igure 8. Example of "weedy" tree species growing from suckers off earlier cut stumps (Lots 13/14). Unattendec 
these trees have caused extensive darnaae in  this brick wall. These trees should be immediatelv removed 
w 
the wall taken apart and rebuilt to  preservation specifications. 
fence lines, and in hedgerows. In almost every case they 
demonstrate a lack of proper care in shrubbery 
maintenance by the current landscaping firm. 
This intrusive scrub vcaetation should be 
u 
removed by cutting it at ground level, scoring the stein, 
and painting ik with an herbicide. Herbicides should 
never be sprayed in a ceinetely since they contain salts 
that can damage stone. 
Poison ivy is fairly coininon at  SummenriIIe 
Cemetery and is a health and safety hazard to  the 
,ublic. A BPecial eHort should be made to remove this 
plant. The sagest approach is to  institute a program of 
periodic cutting, which will eventually starve the &nt. 
Alternalively, where the poison ivy is found in areas 
without stone, spray herbicides may be used with a very 
coarse spray pattern on windless days to  prevent drift of 
the herbicide to stones or other vegetation. 
Tree C a r e  a n d  Developin9 an 
Appropriate Plan 
Surnrnerville currently has a variety oJ trees, 
although the cedars tend to stand out to  most visitors. 
There are a mix of "good" and "bad" trees. T h e  "bad" 
trees have a variety of undesirable traits, including 
L, 
vigorous and unsightly sucker growth, droppings of sap, 
surface roots, and leaves which create dense shade. T h e  
trees are those that  lack suckers, have little or n o  
sap drippings, have a deep (not shallow) root system, and 
that  poduce  limited, small leaves and allow light to 
filter through to the grass. 
This distinction does not mean that the  "bad" 
trees should be removed. But, what it does mean is that 
as trees die or have to be removed for other reasons, 
they should be replaced with tree species appropriate to  
.the cemetery which have "good" traits. New trees should 
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iigure 9. Example of a potentially historic cedar endangering a box tomb (Lot 13). T h e  Board needs to  cpickl) 
lnabe a decision whether the box tomb will be sacrificed to the tree, or whether this cedar will be removec 
to ensure the safety of the monument. 
bc carefillly located to keep them away irom monuments 
and stones. In addition, the number of new trees should 
be limited to the replacement of existing trees - the 
number of trees should not be increased, especially in 
the old section of the cemetery. 
The  removal of a tree must also be done in a 
manner thal ensures the safety of adjacent monuments. 
At times it will be necessary to build a temporaly timber 
crib around a monument to ensure its safety while a tree 
is being removed. Trees which die or need to be removed 
" 
should be cut as close to  the soil level as possible and the 
root and stump left in place t o  decompose. Grinding 
stumps can endanger nearby fragile stones and efforts to 
dig out stumps can expose burials and disrupt the 
landscape. The presence of a stump, however, will create 
a maintenance issue and it will be necessary to 
periodically f i l l  the stump hole with clean sand. 
In  terms of routine maintenance it is critical 
the mature trees are checked o n  a routine schedule to 
safeguard against threats to  stones and monuments 
from invading root systems and falling or scraping 
branches. A professional firm should be retained t o  trim 
the trees annually.2 
A common question concerns what to  do if a 
tree is in conflict with a monument or fence. Should 
It  is important, however, to  prevent trees 
from being either "topped," or "hat-racked." Both 
approaches are inappropriate and will cause increased 
disease, branch loss, and potential for subsequent 
damage to the stones in  the cemetery. Tree pruning 
should only be sufficient t o  keep the tree healthy and 
remove unhealthy branches and those that threaten 
stones. 
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the tree be removed or should thc stone or fence be 
relocated? T I ~ e r e  is no one single answer. 
In general I recommend against altering 
pathway materials. T o  alter such features is t o  alter the 
entire cemetery. However, a t  Summervile the pathways 
have clearly gone through several episodes of unplanned 
maintenance and alteration, so  that today there is a 
mixture of both concrete and  bituminous material. 
There are a variety of levels represented, with elevation 
changes bridged by steps of varying heights and 
materials. This patchworlz of elevations and materials is 
not historic and detracts from the historic character ot 
the cemetery. Moreover, it makes the cemetery very 
difficult for those with disabilities to  navigate and it 
creates the potential for liability in  ,o far as it endangers 
public safety. 
T h e  determine should be made by evaluating 
the historic significance of both vegetation and marlzers, 
the degree of intrusion of one upon the other, the 
degree of difficulty, and the degree of potential damage 
that may be done in altering either. 
This issue, however, clearly illustrates why the 
planting of new vegetation should not only be limited to  
replacement of existing trees, but also should be done 
with the monuments in  mind. 
paths and Open Areas 
I recommend that  as it becomes necessary to 
replace sections, consideration be given t o  t h e  use of 
brick with a brick edge or concrete bloc1 pavers with a 
precast concrete edge, both o n  a stonedust bed. This 
approach is far more flexible and more easily maintained 
In  several areas of SummerviIIe trees are not 
only affecting monuments and fences, but are also 
affecting the pthways. 
l ~ i g u r e  10. Example of a clogged drain. Other drains are completely clogged and some even have vegetation growin 
in them. These need immediate cleaning and repair. 
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than any of the materials in use currently. Although the 
initial cost is higher, the paving unit will last longer and 
present a safer walking surface. Maintenance of this 
type of pavement requires that settled paving units be 
removed, additional base material added and compacted, 
and the paver replaced. Likewise, heaved pavers should 
be removed and the cause of the heaving investigated. 
Roots and other vegetation should be removed and the 
pavers restored. 
In  addition, I recommend that consideration 
be given to creating ramped walkways, eliminating as 
many of the steps as possible. Until this is done, it is 
essential that loose brick edging be fixed and that steps 
be clearly marked. 
S i te  Draina#e 
There are a number of catch basins attached to 
drainage culverts throughout Summenille, typically at 
the intersections of north-south pathways with east-west 
roads. A great number of these (probably the majority) 
appear completely fllled with sand and other debris. 
Several even have plants growmg out of them. O n e  or 
two appear to have been paved over by asphalt. This 
creates unacceptable drainage in the cemetery and 
should be corrected. 
Grates over the catch basins should be removed 
and the basins cleaned out.  It  may be that use of high 
pressure water will be adequate t o  remove any blocking 
soil from the drainage pipes, although more drastic 
action using power augers may be required. It  may also 
be necessary to repair masonry fractures in the drains. 
Nevertdeless, once cleared of debris, the catch 
basins should be cleaned at  least once a year, or more 
often as required. All piping should be cleaned every five 
years. All mud, leaves, and other debris should be 
removed on a routine basis. This will  help prevenl the 
current situation (a example of maintenance 
being deferred to the point where a major project has 
resulted) from reoccurring. 
Summenrille Cemetery is exceedingly fortunate 
that it has had so little vandalism and theft. The  current 
level of securib is inadequate and should be i m m e d i a ~ e l ~  
ugradcd .  
The use of security lighting in cemeteries can 
be controversial. It may stem vandalism, although in 
neighborhood areas it may also raise complaints of light 
pollution at night. Where such lights are used they 
should be mounted on independent poles - such as  has 
been done at Surnrnerville Cemetery 
There are three pedestrian gates on Curnming 
Street.  All are lockable, but all were open during the 
various times I visited the  cemetery and there is no 
signage indicating that the  cemetery is locked after a 
certain hour or that trespass after a certain hour  is 
illegal. A policy of locking the  cemetery (perhaps at 
dusk) and unlocking at  a set hour  should be instituted 
and closely followed. T h e  hours should also be clearly 
posted, along with regulatory signage regarding conduct 
in the cemetery and the  laws which protect the 
graveyard. 
There are two motor vehicle gates o n  both 
Harford Streek and Johns Road. These were locked with 
chains at the time of my visit. These gates, however, fit 
poorly and have sustained a variety of damages. An 
effort should be made t o  malie these gates more 
functional. Notice of hours and  trespass provisions 
should be clearly posted at these gates as well. 
The Main tenance  Buildin2 
The  maintenance building in the northwest 
corner of the cemetery has been allowed to deteriorate. 
Currently it represents a hidden spot that creates a 
public safety hazard to  those visiting the cemetery and 
the neighborhood in general. A, such it represents a 
liability to  the cemetery and its Board of Trustees. 
If reLrbished this building has the potential to 
be used for storage oT equipment and materials 
necessary for the routine and on-going maintenance o i  
the cemetery, as well as storage of displaced monument  
fragments until repair can be accomplished. It  could 
likewise serve as a secure storage area for fence parts. 
I strongly recommend that the vegetation 
around the structure be removed, that the roof be 
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igure 11. Example of entirely inappropriate landscape maintenance action (Lot 54). T h e  piled leaves will kill the 
grass that  is struggling to grow in a too-shaded portion of the cemetery. Even worse are the limbs an= 
sticks piled on top of a box tomb. 
repaired,  he building made weathertight, and a new 
high security3 door installed. T h e  building should have 
electricity restored and, if the Trustees feel appropriate, 
an alarm system installed. 
3 This would involve replacing the existing steel 
door and frame assembly (which has been attacked 
. . 
successfuIIy on several occasions). A 12 gauge m e d  
frame and solid steel or solid wood door should be used 
with 12-inch long treated wood blocking placed between 
the wall and Lame t o  prevent frame buckling during 
attack (this may be identified to potential contractors as 
a frame assembly which meets or exceeds the current 
version o$ ASTM F476-76 or  NILECJ-STD- 
0306.00) .  T h e  frame should be tied directly to the 
brickworl; using lag bolts. The door sllould have interior 
hinges, and there should be two high security deadbolt 
locks with at least 1-inch throws - one about 1/3 of the 
way &om the top and a second about 1/3 of the way from 
the bottom. 
ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH 
STONES AND MONUMENTS 
First  Priority Repairs 
Loose Stones Tha t  R e p i r e  Reattachment 
There are approximately 45 stones (Table 1) 
which are loose on their bases or which have loose parts 
Table 1. 
Loose Stones Requiring Reattachment or Resetting 
Lot # # of stones Lot # # of stones 
D 2 5 3 1 
F 1 5 5 2 
H 1 6 1 3 
I 1 69 1 
K 2 74 2 
15 2 78 1 
17 4 81 1 
28 1 86 1 
3 1 2 128 2 
32 3 150A 1 
36 2 157 2 
48 1 158 1 
50 1 178 1 
5 1 1 
(such as decorative urns or large crosses). These stones 
pose a threat to themselves since, if they fall, they are 
likely to breab - and repair of broken elements is far 
more expensive than ensuring that these stones are 
appropriately attached to their bases. In addition, many 
of these stones pose threats to the public since they are 
large and could cause serious injury if they were to 
topple on someone. 
Many of these are small to medium stones 
which may be successfully and safely reset using a high 
lime mortar mixture (1:4:8 mix of white portland 
cement, hydrated lime, and clean graded sand). There 
are, however, others for which this approach is not 
adequate. A number df large crosses, for example, were 
originally set in Sumrnerville without any attachment 
other than a small amount of setting compound which 
has long since dried and entirely given way. These large 
monuments should be pinned, using stainless steel rods 
to prevent them from tipping off their bases, wi th  the 
cross or other decorative item then attached with a high 
lime mortar. In  combination these approaches offer a 
much sder alternative than mortar alone for these large 
and top heavy pieces. 
:igure 12. Example of loose urn (Lot 32). Because of thc 
height of the pedestal tomb, this require: 
attachment using a stainless dowel. 
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Figure 13. Example of a large cross (Lot 9) which requires resetting using a 
stainless steel dowel. These large monuments are of special satety 
concern. 
There are also some cases where unattached 
monuments are associated with secondary problems. 
A few of the monuments are also tilting, likely 
from the absence of a firm foundation and the settling 
of graves. For these it will be necessary to relevel the 
monument prior to reattachment of the loose pieces. In 
many cases the resetting will require the 
assistance of a commercial monument 
company with the mobile equipment to 
safely lift and move the large stones off 
their existine bases. The creation of an 
" 
adequate foundation may require the 
use of gravel fill, sometimes with the 
addition of concrete to create a firm, 
level base below grade. Typically this 
base should extend out beyond the 
monument and should be about 6- 
inches below grade, allowing grass to 
grow up to the monument at grade. 
Many cradle graves exhibit 
head stones which are loose and/or 
tilted and the cradle rails themselves are 
almost covered by soil - either from 
soil accumulation or gradual sinking. 
There are, i n  other words, some 
monuments with multiple problems, 
each requiring a special approach or 
treatment. 
Tilted Stones That Require 
Resetting 
There are approximately 25 
stones which evidence tilting 
u 
suHiciently severe that they pose s 
threat to themselves (tilting to the point 
of falling and brealzing) or visitors to 
the cemetery (Table 2) .  It seems that 
few of the monuments were set on 
adecruate foundations. Often there is no 
evidence of any gravel or concrete 
footing and the inonuments are set 
directly on the grave soil. As the  grave 
as settled, or as tree roots have shifted 
soil, these monuments have begun to 
- 
lean. Once a monument leans more than about 15' it 
becomes a candidate for resetting. 
In essence, these are a subcategory of those 
peviously discussed and although they do not, at 
present, appear to be loose, it  is likely that many will 
need to be disassembled in order to be reset on solid 
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Figure 14. These four stones are all loose on their bases (Lotl7) and requirl 
resetting using a wet, high lime mortar. 
foundations. 
Some ot' the stones are simple headstones and 
Table 2. 
Titled Stones Requiring Resetting 
Lot # # of stones 
5 3 
12 1 
15 1 
21 1 
24 4 
36 1 
42 1 
43 1 
48 1 
52 1 
Lot # # of stones 
56 1 
58 1 
64 1 
79 1 
90 2 
133 1 
141 1 
142 1 
188 1 
the process of resetting is very simple. 
They need only to be removed from the 
soil and reset on a pea gravel footer. 
Others are slightly larger and heavier, 
but again require fairly minimal 
intervention. They may need to be 
taken apart, but a firm foundation can 
usually be established using pea gravel 
and bricks. They then need to be reset 
and reattached using a wet, high limc 
mortar mix. 
Some of the leaning 
monuments, however, are quite large 
and pose a significant threat. Examples 
include the obelisl, in Lot 7 and the 
Davies pedestal tomb on Lot 36. 
Resetting these will require the 
assistance of a monument company 
with the equipment for safely moving 
the stones, allowing access to the basal 
area. In many cases it will be necessary 
to excavate out the existing soil and 
pour a concrete pad to support the 
weight oI the monument. 
Although this sounds like an 
elaborate undertaking, it is essential for 
the long-term preservation of these larger monuments. 
Eventually they will lean to the point of falling. It is 
likely that many will not only damage themselves, hut 
will also significantly damage adjacent stones. The cost 
of repairing this subsequent damage will far exceed the 
cost of correcting these deficiencies now, before any 
significant loss occurs. 
Bxoben Stones 
Summerville Cemetery has relatively few 
broken stones, but many of those present are in critical 
need of repair before additional damage or loss of 
original fabric occurs. This reconnaissance assessment 
identified 17 stones worthy of Priority One treatment. 
It is very difficult to offer generalized 
treatment strategies for these stones since such a great 
range of conditions is present. As a result, I will focus 
on several of the stones as examples of the type 04 
'igure 15. Example of leaning obelisk (Lot7). This stone will need to b 
disassembled, a foundation established, and the stone erected again 
treatment which is needed. 
O n  Lot 20 there is a marble box tomb set on 
granite curbs that exhibits very severe damage. The 
granite curbing has shifted over time, probably from 
settling and the absence of an adequate foundation. In 
turn, the marble sides of the box tomb began to shift, 
cause a stress crack in the corner of one side. The 
remaining corner, while intact, also 
evidences shifting. In addition, the 
ledger for the box tomb has broken, 
apparently in association with the 
shifting side wall. 
This box tomb offers a good 
example of why routine maintenance 
and periodic inspections are so  critical 
in a historic cemetery. Had these 
problems been identiked early, it is 
likely that simple modifications to the 
foundation could have prevented the 
damage we see today. 
Now, however. it will be 
necessary to completely disassemble the 
box tomb so that the granite curbs can 
be releveled and the foundation set. 
Then the box tomb will need t o  be re- 
erected, with the corner of the side wall 
repaired by drilling and pinning. 
Additional repairs may be necessary, 
depending on how successfully t h e  tomb 
can be dismantled. It may be necessary 
to create an inner support for the  box 
tomb and this can be determined only 
once the monument is disassembled. 
The final setting of the ledger will 
reauire that it be leveled on the  side 
supports, drilled, and pinned for 
support. InfiII may he necessary to 
replace lost fabric. 
Another box tomb problem is 
identified on Lot 35 where a section of 
the side wall is missing. This  has 
allowed the marble ledger to slump in 
along one side, causing a significant 
crack. Again, routine maintenance 
could have identified the Toosk section of the side wall 
and effected a simple repair, drastically reducing or 
eliminating the extensive repairs which are necessary 
today. 
The ledger will need to be very carefully 
" 
removed, with support provided under the cracked area. 
Given the extent of deterioration, it will be difficult to 
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Figure 16. Example of small, leaning monument (Lot 188) 
These are relatively easy to reset, but early actior 
will prevent additional damage and more costl, 
reaairs. 
remove the ledger without Lrther damage. Nevertheless, 
removal is necessary to determine if the missing side 
piece might be inside the box tomb. If it is, it should be 
possible to reinstall the piece. If it is not, then it will be 
necessary to fabricate an internal support for the ledger 
in the area of the crack. The corner pieces of the box 
tomb should also be checlzed for stability and, where 
necessary, re-assembled using a high lime mortar. 
Finally, the ledger will need to be replaced on the box 
tomb, using a high lime mortar to keep it from moving. 
It will then be necessary to use an appropriate infill to 
fill the existing crack. This will help it from widening 
through weathering. 
The Carrie Family Cross on Lot 50 evidences 
previous, failed repairs. Both arms of the cross have 
broken off and two eEforts have been made to reattach 
the broken pieces, once using a setting compound or 
mortar and again using an elastomeric compound. Both 
repairs failed because of the weight of the cross anns 
and the failure of previous repair elforts to provide any 
long-term support. The adhesives used were stronger 
than the stone, so as the weight of the cross arms pulled 
downward, the repairs failed, taking with them a thin 
layer of sound stone. There arc additional repairs to  the 
top of the cros,. These have not failed since they are 
held in place by gravity. 
Repair of this stone will require the installation 
of internal stainless steel rods to support the weight of 
the repairs. This will consist of drilling and installing 
the rods in epoxy, then setting the arms back on. It will 
also libelv be necissarv to  use some infill t o  replace 
fabric lost through the previous repair eHorts. 
Lot I contains a very beautiful three- 
dimension sculpture of a n  angel clinging to a cross, 
which is broken. This was originally sculpted with the 
cross being a separate part, held on using an iron wedge. 
l~ igu re  17. Leaning headstones (Lot 5). Resetting 
t o n e  such as these is simple and inexpensive. 
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:igure 18. Box tomb with foundation problems causing damage to the side and top ledger (Lot 20). This  is on(  
of the more complex repairs. 
At  some point this joint failed and some unhnown 
material was used as an adhesive. This, too, has failed. 
The repair of this piece is particularly difficult since the 
iron wedge is corroding and requires removal. This will 
likely require drilling or cutting it out. And of all the 
repairs necessary, this is the most problematic since 
there will be very little sound material left on which to 
reattach the top heavy cross. 
Removal of the iron wedge is necessary since it 
will continue to  corrode, spalling the marble and causing 
any repair to  fail. The  exposed portion can be cut off, 
but the remaining portion, set into the marble, must be 
drilled out. Afterwards it will be necessaxy to drill for the 
dacement of a stainless steel dowel on which the cross 
can be set. T h e  small portion of the cross which is 
currently broken off will he reset using a Jahn Stone 
Adhesive, since this part will bare no substantial weight 
with the completed repair. Finally, infill will be 
necessary to  replace those missing portions. 
The  simple headstone in Lot 56 illustrates a 
common, but simple break. A previous repair was 
attempted using a thin smear of epoxy. T h i s  repair 
failed since the stone is weaker than the adhesive and 
eventually something or someone placed pressure 
against the repair, causing it t o  fail. 
I n  this case it will be necessary to  remove the 
previous repair material, cleaning the s tone  for 
appropriate fit. Then it will be necessary to drill and pin 
the stone using nylon rods. 
The break of the headstone of a cradle grave on 
L o t  24 is especially instructive. As the s tone  fell, it 
broke - providing a perfect example of why it is so 
critical to  reset those loose stones previously discussed 
before they fall and are damaged. Resetting is always far 
less expensive than repair. In  this case i t  will be 
necessary t o  drill and pin the slone using nylon rods. 
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igure 19. Collapsed headstone of a cradle grave (Lot 24). This illustrates why resetting intact loose monument: 
is so critical. Had this stone been reset before it fell, no costly repairs would have been necessary. Now, 
it  will be necessary to  drill and pin this stone, then reset it in the cradle tab - a more costly and time 
consuming operation. 
~ e p e n d i n ~  on the nature of the break once it is fully 
exposed and ?xamined, i n M  may also be necessary. 
Resetting will involve the use of wet, high lime 
mortar to  adhere the tab back into the cradle sochet. 
Prior to this il will be necessaly to  ensure that the 
cradle and socket are adequately supported and level. 
Another cradle grave, on  Lot 89, is also in 
need of immediate repair. In  this case the top rail has 
been broken, possibly by a lawn mower. In addition the 
balusters are all loose. Repair of this monument will 
require that the side rail be disassembled and then put 
back together using nylon rods as necessaly. It may also 
be necessary to  pin the side rail to the head and foot 
stones - depending on  how the cradle was originally 
constructed. Failure to  make repairs will liLely lead to 
the loss of this cradle. In fact, X a m  surprised that all 
the pieces are still present and relatively intact. 
Table 3. 
Stones Requiring Repair 
Lot # # of stones 
I 1 
5 1 
12 1 
14 1 
24 1 
35 1 
44 1 
Lot # # of stones 
48 1 
50 1 
66 2 
84 1 
115 2 
111 2 
133 1 
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ligure 20. Example of simple headstone repair (Lot 56). This stone dl require d d i n g  and insertion of nylon pin: 
for support. 
There are also 
several headstones which 
have broken and are 
today laying flat on the 
ground. These should be 
repaired wherever 
possible and reset. Laid 
flat they receive more 
mower damage than they 
would upright and they 
are also subject to 
greater natural erosion 
as water collects in the 
lettering. 
There are also 
e x a m e s  of ledgers 
which are intended to be 
laid flat over the grave. 
:igure 21. Broken cruas (Lot I). Metal wedge will need to be removed before any repairs car 
be done. 
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'ieure 22. Example of obelislt which requires closure at the tip. I 
Many of these, however, are no longer level, are partially 
submerged, and are therefore receiving mower damage. 
Those that are broken should be removed from the 
ground and a new, level foundation of gravel prepared. 
The stones should be replaced, resting slightly above 
grade. Repairs should Le made using either Jahn Stone 
Adhesive or, in more severe cases, using drilling and 
nylon rods. 
Closing T o p  of Obelisks to W a t e r  
There are three similarly 
constructed obelisks at Summerville, on 
Lots 4 (2) and 16 (1) which exhibit 
identical failures. At the top of the 
obelisk there is breakage and interior oE 
" 
the obelisk is open to the elements. 
This exposes the stone to considerable 
potential for freeze-thaw damage. The 
openings should be closed immediately 
to prevent further damage and so are 
included here for first priority 
treatment. 
The treatment will consist oi  
using a bronze or stainless steel wire 
L. 
screen as a plug and applying Jahn M- 
120 Marble Re~a i r  Mortar to finish the 
top and exclude water. 
Tree Removals 
There are two trees which the 
Board should consider !or immediate 
removal. These include a cherry laurel 
(Lots 13/14; see Figure 8) which must 
be removed in order to restore the brick 
wall for these lots and a cedar tree (Lot 
13;  see Figure 9)  which must be 
removed in order to preserve the 
integrity of an adjacent box tomb. 
Of the two, the cedar on  Lot 
13 presents the greatest difficulty since 
it is already so close to the box tomb. 
This is a case where a professional tree 
removal Lrm should be retained that 
specializes in difficult removals and 
close auarters. As additional ~rotection a timber 
cribbing should be constructed around the box tomb 
with timbers also used to cover the top. This will help 
ensure that the tomb is not damaged. 
In addition to these two trees, the Board 
should also consider the wisdom of removing the small 
oak on Lot 182. At the present time this tree does not 
endanger the adjacent monument, but another decade 
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:igure 23. Large tree disrupting coping along the pathway (Lot 50). Remov~ 
is not appropriate here since the tree is part of the historic landscape 
It may be possible, however, to cut back the roots, allowing th 
coping to be reset. 
of growth will create a situation where it will likely cause 
foundation poblems and the cost of removal will be 
much greater. 
Finally, a very large oak in Lot SO is causing 
extensive disruption of the coping and may eventually 
cause pavement problems. I do not 
recommend removal of this tree because 
of its size - it is a part of the historic 
landscape and its removal would 
dramatically change the viewscape. 
However, I do recommend that a 
professional tree surgeon be consulted 
on how much the roots can be safely 
cut back to allow repair of the coping 
(at least three sections of which along 
the walkway and one section dividing 
the two lots must be reset). This is not 
a first priority action, but it may be less 
expensive to have this done with other 
tree work. 
Second Prioritv Repairs 
As explained earlier, these 
second priority repairs are those where 
the stone is not itself in immediate 
danger of further deterioration nor does 
it pose a threat to visitors. Nevertheless, 
failure to act causes a deterioration in 
the historic integrity of the cemetery 
and may, over time, result in other 
As a result, while these 
concerns do not represent a need for 
immediate action, they should not be 
disregarded. At times it is possible to 
integrate some minor secondary repairs 
in efforts responding to more critical 
needs. The Board should keep open 
such options. 
Cradle Repairs 
Perhaps the most common 
problem in this category involves at 
least 26 cradle graves which have sun17 
as a result of poor foundation 
preparation. None of these represent 
immediate threats to the integrity og the monument, 
although I expect all to continue their displacement and 
it is likely, through time, that there will be damage to 
the joints and/or the headstone. So, while these are 
placed in the less urgent category, they should 
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Table 4. 
Cradle Graves Requiring Resetting 
Lot # # 
B 1 
I 1 
1 1 
12 1 
14 1 
19 1 
50 1 
61 1 
62 2 
65 5 
Lot # # 
74 1 
89 1 
122 1 
123 1 
126 2 
129 2 
133 1 
150A 1 
159 1 
become more major and costly repairs. 
In  most cases the work will involve the 
excavation of the side rails out of the soil and use of pea 
gravel or bricks to  create a better foundation. T h e n  the 
cradles can be replaced, probably with n o  use oI 
adhesives or mortar. This, of course, will depend on 
their condition as they are  excavated. I t  may be that 
some exhibit breaks or other  problems that will require 
more effort to  repair. O n c e  completed i t  would be 
appropriate to  replace the  soil within the cradles with n 
rich loam {or growth of flowering plants. 
Regardless, t h e  Board should resist any 
suggestions that concrete be used as a means of 
stabilizing these cradle graves. As I have explained 
before, concrete is absolutely inappropriate for use in 
this manner. I t  is far harder than the stone and  will 
ultimately result in  more serious, and difficult to  
nevertheless be dealt with in a timely manner before 
relatively simple, inexpensive maintenance efforts 
ligure 24. Example of simple cradle graves almost entirely lost below grade (Lot 65). Here it  will take extensive 
but careful, excavation to reveal the cradles before they can be raised to  their proper level and set on bette. 
foundations. 
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igure 25. O n e  cradle or portion of the coping has entirely disappeared (Lot 14). Raising this coping to its correci 
level will dramatically improve the appearance of this monument. 
correct, problems. 
Correct ing S tucco  Problems 
I identified eiaht locations where there were 
L. 
moderate to major stucco problems. These include six 
tombs (two on Lo1 23, two on  Lot 32, and two on  Lot 
33), as well as two wall sections (at Lots 60 and 67). 
These are not critical repairs, but would significantly 
improve the appearance of the cemetery and the 
individual lots. In addition, application of stucco o n  the 
rebuilt box tomb on Lot C would hide the otherwise 
mediocre brickwork and improve the appearance of this 
tomb. 
It appears that the brick work in the box tombs 
on Lot 32 is original and it is certainly clear that the 
work was originally stuccoed. These tombs should 
receive the highest priority !or reapplication of stucco. 
I also recommend that a one-component stucco, such as 
the Jahn M60,  be used. While color matching is 
possible, there is so little extant stucco (and much OF 
that may come off during surlace preparation), that it 
may be appropriate to  use a standard color mix. 
Work on  the box tomb at  Lot 23 should also 
include lilting the ledger and resetting it so that it no 
longer allows water to  p n d .  This  will dramatically 
improve the longevity of the stone. Extreme care should 
be taken in lifting and resetting the ledger since they 
tend to be very fragile. 
If you loo12 carefully, you will notice that the 
siucco on the walls at Lots 60 and 61 is scored to 
imitate ashlar block. This scoring is historic and sllould 
be preserved. Prior to any work the scoring should he 
pl~otograpi~ed and documented through scaled drawings. 
Then  the surface can be prepred  with the removal of 
loose stucco. Here the Board may wish to  use custom 
colored Jahn M60, although a slight difference in color 
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I ~ i e u r e  26. Box tombs in Lot 32 which were originallv stuccoed. 
would help to  distinguish the new from the original. 
~egardless, the scoring should be carelully transferred to 
the replacement stucco so that this feature is continued 
in the new work. 
There are seven specific areas noted during this 
reconnaissance that require brick repairs. Two are 
associated with walls, three are more minor step repairs, 
and two involve the resetting of badly deteriorating (but 
not yet critical) low supports for ledgers. 
The two walls requiring attention are at Lots 
13/14, where a tree has entirely destroyed the corner, 
and at  Lot 78 where there is a general failure probably 
brought on by soil weight. I n  the first case il will be a 
relatively easy task, once the tree is removed, to  rebuild 
this low wall. In the second case it will be necessaq to 
remove the wall, excavate behind it and replace the soil 
with gravel: then reset the wall using horizontal and 
vertical ties, as well as weep holes. While therc are 
contractors who would be willing to simply build the 
wall, a t  less cost, such an approach will only result in 
failure several years from now. Only by correcting the 
poblem and rebuilding the wall to appropriate 
specifications is it possible t o  deal with the problem. 
There are bricks loose in  steps between Lots 
70/75, 76,87, and 175/176. I n  no case is the repair 
significant, although all should be done in the near 
L t u r e  simply because they represent a liability t o  the  
Board. In each case it appears that no more than two or 
three bricks need t o  be removed and reset. 
Consequently, it will likely be more cost effective to 
have a mason do this work in conjunction with one  oi: 
these larger projects. 
Finally, there are two low brick supports on 
Lot 147 which are badly deteriorating. It  appears that 
very soft bricks were used and that  these bricks are  now 
failing. O n e  corner has already collapsed and as the 
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Figure 27. Deteriorating bricl? supports for ledgers (Lot 147). 
failure spreads the ledgers themselves will be threatened. 
It  will be necessary here t o  remove the ledgers, remove 
the brick to  below the frost line, and completely rebuild 
the two supports using appropriate, weather resistant 
brick. 
O t h e r  Issues 
There are two box tombs (Lot 13) which were 
originally wllitewashed. This original surface treatment 
should be reapplied for historical accuracy, although the 
Board should recognize that whitewash was intended to 
be a n  annual maintenance project. Consequently, this 
is an activity which will needed to be repeated every few 
years. 
I am not familiar with any modern substitute 
for whitewash, although there are any number of 
historic formulas. All involve the use of either hydrated 
lime or lime putty, usually with some sort of binder and 
oken with whitening. Typically two or three coats were 
applied, building up the lime as a sacrificial coat to the 
elements. When well applied the briclz work is no longer 
. . 
clearly visible and the boxes tahe on the appearance of 
rough marble or limestone (which was libely the original 
intent o[ the users). 
There is also a concrete bench on Lot 199 
which should be reset. I 
also observed several 
modern box tombs (Lot 
37) with ledgers that 
have been heavily 
damaged and are now 
present only as 
fragments. These are 
loose on  the box tombs. 
An effort should be 
made, using a wet, high 
lime mortar, to adhere 
these to the box tombs 
simply to discourage 
their vandalism or  heft. 
S t o n e s  R e s u i r i n 6  
C o m p o s i t e  Repair 
There are at 
least four examples of light colored sandstones that are 
very badly spalling. O n e  is a headstone (Lot 21) and 
three are box tombs (two o n  L o t  9 and one on Lot GI. 
T h e  cause of th i s  extraordinary exfoliation or 
delamination is not entirely understood, but generally 
had to do with the bedding planes and water movement 
into the stone. In  general the  only treatment which is 
used is composite repair, o r  the application of a natural 
cernentitious material, like Jahn M7O in a n  effort to 
slow the deterioration. S h o r t  of removing the materials 
t o  a protected environment, there is no know permanent 
or even semi-permanent treatment. Composite repair 
typically needs to  be evaluated and re-applied on an 
annual basis. 
Stones lor Which No Treatment is  
R e c o m m e n d e d  
There are a limited number of old repairs at 
Summerville. Although many of these are not 
aesthetically appealing a n d  several are done with 
inappropriate materials, they all are at present stable. 
For  example, there is a box tomb in Lot 51 which has 
been previously repaired using an elastorneric 
compound, something like crack sealex used on concrete 
decks. This  is i n  the  process of failing, but is 
not currently posing s threat t o  the stone. An other old 
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igure 28. Box tomb with severely spalling sandstone sides (Lot G). I n  cases of such severe exfoliation the onl1 
approach is to  use composite repair with is intended to provide a sacrificial coat. 
repair is found on a ~nonument  in I-ot 1. This repair is 
very poorly joined, but appears stable. 
In  these cases the best professional approach is 
t o  carefully monitor these stones for signs of 
deterioration of wealtening, but to otherwise do nothing. 
o f t e n  it: is better to leave stable repairs, no matter how 
bad they are, then to cause additional damage trying to 
remove them. Eventually it is likely that these repairs 
will fail and then we will have the opportunity to replace 
the old material with a better approach. 
Finally, there are some stones whicl~ are SO 
damaged that no treatment is recommended. An 
example is a badly fragmented ledger in Lot 7. O n l y  
about 2/3s 01 the stone is present and that port ion is 
broken into five fragments. T h e  inscription is entirely 
eroded and the marble is sugary. While it is possible to  
pin the individual pieces and then infill the missing 
sections, I do not believe that this is a n  appropriate use 
of funds. This stone needed treatment 20 years ago. 
Now we must accept its loss. 
There are also stones, such as the obelisk on 
Lot 4, which have lost details. While these can be 
fabricated and replaced, I do not feel that this is a n  
appropriatc use of what are typically scarce resources. It 
is far more important to  treat priority stones than to 
reproduce small details. 
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ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH 
FENCES AND IRONWORK 
Introduction 
A total of 17 fences were included in this 
or reconnaissance assessment. Fourteen of 
these were typical ornamental fences with cast balusters 
usually set on or in wrought coping rails at the top and 
bottom. Most of the fences are set in either sandstone 
plinths or granite blocks. Many have decorative baluster 
heads. Three manufacturers are identified by their gates, 
with the fence at Lot 1 made by Champion Iron F C ~ C C  
Company, Kenton, Ohio; the fence at Lot 28 made by 
Wood & Perot, Philadelphia; and the fence at Lo t  57 
was made by R. Wood, Philadelphia. 
Two fences are pipe railings, low fences made 
using galvanized pipes attached to granite posts using 
braclzets set in the posts using lead. Individual pipe 
sections are attached using connectors with set screws. 
29. Example of tree which has been allowed to damage a fence segment (Lots 16/17). In this case the on1 
choice is to  remove the fence section and place it in storage. The aisle way segment should also 
reattached to the corner newel post. This photograph also illustrates the large quantity of poison ivy 
has been allowed to grow unchecked in the cemetery. This must be removed before any 
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The final fence extends from I to H across a 
walkway. This fence consists of wrought stock set in 
granite posts. 
In addition to these iences there is also a cast 
bench between Lots 10 and 27 which was made by 
David Pettit 6 Company, Philadelphia. A decorative 
cast iron urn is also present on Lot 55. With more 
careful inspection this, too, may be marked. 
General Condition Assessment 
Table 5 briefly itemizes the condition of these 
fences and the recommended treatments. A cpick review 
reveals that many of the fences evidence the same 
general problems. For example, many of the fences' 
bottom coping rails are today partially buried in soil. 
This is causing extensive corrosion and the removal of 
this soil is one of the most immediate needs for the 
preservation of these fences. 
This step is far more complex than it sounds. 
In general the topography within any lot is level, 
meaning that it will be necessary to contour the soil lor 
about four feet in from each fence which needs to be 
exposed. This will entail stripping the sod (or planning 
on reseeding with a preferred grass), and removing soil 
to the point where the bottom coping rail is exposed by 
about 3 to 6 inches. This will generate fairly large 
quantities of soil that will need to be removed (or 
stockpiled elsewhere on the cemetery). 
It is likely that additional damage and repair 
needs will be identified once these bottom coping rails 
are exposed. As a result, it is impossible to project 
definitive conservation treatments until far more work 
is done. If the bottom rail is sound, or can be made 
sound with minimal patching, little more will need to be 
done. 
In addition, virtually all of the fences require 
igure 30. Iron fence segment which requires reattachment to the corner newel post (Lot 30). Vegetation growing 
along the base of the ience and on the brick wall should be removed. 
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brushing and or  abrasive cleaning, 
followed by painting. At present only 
four fences evidence paint. Traces of 
flat blaclz are lound on the fences at 
Lots 16/11, 31, and 36/C/D, while the 
fence at Lot 29 has a n  extensive 
buildup of a gloss black paint. None of 
these paints were tested for lead, but 
testing will be needed, especially for the 
fence on Lot 29 whexo the paint is still 
extensive. 
only 
T h e  
Repainting should take place 
after aII soil removal is complete. 
Board will likely find that it is 
more cost eHective LO undertake a 
variety of similar activities for a number 
of Lnces, rather than repair and 
painting of fences on a lot by lot basis. 
As peviously discussed, 
scraping (and use og a paint with a rust 
converter) is p i e r r e d  over abrasive 
cleaning. In  general, few of the fences 
exhibit loose or flahing paint. 
Nevertheless, surface preparation is 
critical and the Board should ensure 
that this step is not shorted in an effort 
to  get a low bid. 
While there are a number of 
possible paints for this application, I 
suggest that the Board consider using 
Cortec VCI-386.' This is a water- 
based, air-dry barrier coating that 
providcs extended unsheltered outdoor 
protection for a variety of metals. It can 
be applied to  pre-rusted surfaces with 
light preparalion and will stop further 
corrosion. The paint has very $ood anti- 
abrasion characteristics and won't chip 
or crack. It  is also UV resistant. Not 
igure 31. Gate propped up inside the fence at Lot  31. This  should receivt 
a very high priority lor resetting since it is a n  attractive target io, 
theft. Similar gates can easily bring $300 t o  $500 in Savanna} 
antique stores. 
only can a flat black be formulated, but this paint comes 
as a clear coating which would be suitable for the 
galvanized pipe rail fences. 
Cortex Corporation, 8001426-11832. 
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RECONNAISSANCE PRESERVATION ASSESSMENT OF THE SUMMERVILLE CEMETERY 
SUMMARY 
One of the most dihcult aspects of turning an 
assessment into action is knowing where to begin. Even 
a preliminary preservation plan such as this outlines a 
great many tasks and the effort can seem 
insurmountable. At times there may be one of two 
reactions. The group may fragment into small cliques, 
each with its own favorite plan of action, often revolving 
around one or two "special" monuments. Or  the group 
may dissolve into inaction. Of course neither is likely to 
promote the well-being and presemation of the 
cemetery. 
There is a third option. Like any maintenance 
plan, there are always more tasks than can be 
accomplished at any one time. The critical key to 
success is to identify those actions which are both 
critical and which the organization can akford, and then 
begin action. It is really that simple. 
Rather than contemplating how much the 
entire plan will cost, or how many years it may take to 
achieve success, or where the group may go for 
additional Lnds, it is important that the organization 
take positive, well-directed action. 
Action la 
The first action that I recommend is tackling 
those stones which present safety hazards to the public 
or themselves. This largely involves the resetting of 
loose or tilted monuments. 
There are two approaches to much of this 
work. A stone conservator and his crew can be retained 
to perlorn all of the work. Alternatively, much (though 
certainly not all) of the resetting of these pieces requires 
little skd and the supervision of a stone conservator will 
be adequate. Some member of the Board may have a 
woxk crew that could be "loaned" to the cemetery go1 a 
week to perform the bulk of the labor for the simpler 
resetting, under the direction ol the stone conservator. 
There is also the resetting of large monuments 
which should be handled by a commercial stone 
company with the tools and equipment for handling the 
weight of large stones. Again, this work should be under 
the supervision of a stone conservator, given the historic 
nature ol  these materials and the need for great care, 
but the actual work can be readily accomplished by a 
commercial firm. 
Finally, there are those more complex resetting 
operations which require a more trained team and 
should be conducted by only a stone conservator and his 
crew. 
Completely unrelated to the stone 
consexvation, I also recommend that the maintenance 
shed of the cemetery be renovated during this phase of 
the work. It could then be used to store conservation 
equipment and supplies, loose stones awaiting 
treatment, and could offer safe, secure storage for the 
fence parts until they are repaired. 
Action lb 
Of equal importance to the resetting of loose 
and tilted stones is the repair of the small number of 
badly fragmented or damaged stones previously 
discussed. These require the skill and care of a trained 
crew and should. be contracted out to a stone 
conservator. 
Action 2a 
There are those actions which may, with little 
or no additional cost, be immediately implemented by 
existing agreements or volunteers. One example of this 
is to insist that changes be made in the current 
landscaping activities. The current landscaping firm 
needs to be far more careful in mowing. There is too 
much damage being done to stones through careless and 
inattentive work. There is too much invasive vegetation 
growing up between plots and in shrubbery because the 
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current firm is not adequately attending to routine 
maintenance. In  addition, this firm should also be 
directed not to leave landscaping debris on-site. And a 
Board Member should be responsible for walking 
through the cemetery after every landscaping to check 
for incomplete tasks and damage. 
In  addition, it is likely for little additional 
funds the current landscaping company can be 
responsible for appropriate pruning and the removal of 
noxious and intrusive plants beyond those it should be 
addressing through routine mowing and string 
trimming. If the company desires too much for this 
service, then it is appropriate to rebid the service. O r  it 
may be appropriate to establish a "Month of Saturdays" 
where Summerville neighbors are asked to pitch in to 
clean up the cemetery. It is likely that a crew of five, 
working 8 hours a day, could completely remove all of 
the intrusive plants within two or three days. This is 
also an action which can be undertaken immediately 
and which will show an immediate difference. 
Action 2b 
There are those actions which may be 
undertaken by laborers under the direction of a stone 
conservator. For example, there is no need to hire a 
stone conservation crew to excavate out cradle graves 
and coping - this work can be satisfactorily performed 
by unskilled or semi-skilled labor working under the 
direction of a stone conservator to ensure that the 
workers are careful and that all of the pieces are 
recovered. 
In this same category is the oversight of a brick 
mason during his resetting of low supports for ledgers, 
or the oversight of crews directed to remove trees at the 
cemetery. 
Associated with this there are a number of 
smaller, less critical repairs that could be conducted by 
the stone conservator at the same time - maximizing 
his time at the cemetery. This might, for example, 
include composite repairs of the badly spalling box 
tombs. 
Action 3a 
A third stage of action should involve the use 
of local labor to excavate out the bottom coping rails of 
the fences at Summerville, resculpting the landscape to 
promote drainage and ensure that the bottom rails 
remain free of soil accumulations. 
This work should be done under the periodic 
review of a conservator. During these reviews it will be 
possible to determine the extent of damage to the rails 
and the need for additional repair efforts. 
Associated with this work, if not done as part 
of the Action Za program, all of the poison ivy and 
other intrusive vegetation around the iences should be 
completely removed. This will allow access for the 
following stages of work. 
Action 3b 
After all of the fences are Lee of soil and 
vegetation, a conservator should come in, along with a 
local welding company, and make the necessary minimal 
repairs to the fences to ensure their sunrival. This will 
include resetting gates, welding broken balusters, repair 
of loose newel posts, and repair of missing rails. 
During this action stage the cemetery should 
undertake the repair of the bench and resetting of the 
iron urn. 
Action 3c 
The final action with the fences will be for a 
local painting contractor to be retained for the 
preparation and painting of the fences. This work, too, 
should be done under the supervision of a conservator 
who will make certain that the surface preparation is 
adequate, that the appropriate primers and paints are 
being used, that adequate steps are taken to protect 
stones and copings from paint, and that the paint 
application is adequately performed. 
Action 4 
One of the Lnal actions at the cemetery should 
be a continued program of maintenance reviews. This 
SUMMARY 
will result in the development of new action plans - 
emphasizing that repairs must be viewed as routine 
maintenance, not one-time activities. Similarly, it is 
likely that even with the best coatings, the lences will 
need at least spot painting once every five years with 
major efforts perhaps every decade or two. 
Estimation of Costs 
It is virtually impossible to povide complete 
cost estimations based on this 
reconnaissance. 
Some tasks are relatively simple and the costs 
are easily defined. For example, simple resettings, such 
as the resetting of the leaning headstones in Lot 5 or 
45 would cost between $100 and $150 each, if done bv 
a conservation crew. These, however, may be reset by a 
local labor crew under the direction of a conservator, 
perhaps for less. 
Other tasks should be conducted only by a 
. . 
stone conservator and his crew. For examde, the 
A .  
resetting of an urn wLch requires dnllng for a stainless 
steel pin will likely cost about $150. The resetting of 
the crosses, while similar, is made more complex by 
their size and weight. The cost of resetting these may be 
$250 to $350 each. 
There are many tasks that dl also require the 
assistance of a commercial stone company and their 
crew, such as the resetting of large obelisks on concrete 
foundations. The conservation cost may be only $200 
to $300, akhough it is necessary to include the cost of 
the commercial monument firm, as well as the cost of 
concrete and labor in preparing the soil form and 
pouring the concrete. 
There are also many tasks that are quite 
complex. A good example will be the repair of the box 
tomb on Lot 20. This work dl likely cost $2,500. The 
repair to the cross at Lot I will cost $1,800 and the cost 
of the repair to the cross at Lot 50 will cost $2,200. 
Simple repairs, such as the broken headstone at Lot 56 
will cost about $500. 
coping rails of the fences are exposed, it isn't clear how 
much damage wJ1 need to be repaired. Even for some of 
the better understood monuments onlv estimates are 
possible. For example, the treatment of the box tomb 
on Lot 20 involves many unknowns, the largest being 
the exact method by which this tomb was put together. 
If there are a large number of iron dowels which must 
be cut, then drilled out and replaced, the cost will 
escalate. 
All of these costs are based on the assum~tion 
that a series will be treated in one project. Treating one 
marker at a time is so inefficient that these b u d ~ e t  
0 
figures would not apply. In treatments such as adhesive 
or mortar work, the treatment must set up or cure for 
a day or more before repair work can be completed. 
When several markers are beina treated. work can a 
continue on other markers; when only one marker is 
being treated this "down time" is added to the cost of 
repairing that marker. 
One means of getting at a more delinitive cost 
i s  fox the Board to determine the general level of 
funding that they wish to devote to  the work a t  this 
point and the priority action they wish to  begin with. 
The Board should also indicate what, if any, local labor 
supply they can draw on, as well as if they have the 
ability to procure materials, such as sand, gravel, and 
brick at a cost better than we rn i~h t  be able to. Then we 
0 
will be able to calculate more precisely the cost of 
individual marker treatments. 
The cost of some work cannot be completely 
calculated at this point. For example, under the bottom 
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PART 14- 
1.1 D c J U i p ~  of work 
. I  1- (he masonry to k repointed 
by wrirtm dcwriptim lad rc facna  
. u, begs l ad  phocographs in rhc 
omtract documents. 
.2 Idcntq (he typc o! mom? cristing 
on the mLPPnry areas to k rcpointed 
4 iar Cpsitl futures or cod- 
rcauirinn revair or conwfidation 
1.2 Rd.tcd work 
-1 Cooperate with related trader in 
be t ing  and accommodating work rr 
i t  affects thin k&. 
1 Lkt d a t e d  sections of the specifi- 
a6n rhkh afTm this mdc. 
<main operations such u mwnr) .  
repair. struaunl stabilization, and 
cleaning must be donc before 
repainting is started. Partial re- 
pointing of dcfmix mrrany may 
be required bcforc water-based 
ckaning mrk.  
1.3 QIuukYh 
.1 Rovidt for rll work to be done by 
skilkd and cxpricnced tradesmen 
s w c i a l i r i n ~  in the t v w  of vork  
. . 
& i  - 
.2 T h e  work of this section shall be 
executed under the mntinuous super- 
vision m d  direction of a competent 
numu. 
.3 One thoroughly crpeficnced, reliabk 
and mnpetcnt workman shall bc in 
charge of all mortar miring for the 
duntion of the job. 
1.4 lrupenba l a d  Tab* 
.I Routinc testing of materislr. of 
p m p o ~ d  monar mu, rrid of final 
rwt for complirncc with the spcci- 
fication will be carried out by the 
Archilm or hislhcr rppinled rcpnc. 
untrtivc. 
.2 If t m  results show that pcrfomancc 
criteria arc not met. removal and 
repair of rejected work shall be 
pcrformcd at no M i  mn to 
the owner. M work mun k done to 
the original speifiation. 
*Ca~t mud k &en in choosing test 
mdhods to rnalyac liicbrccd mor- 
tars. +r n u  CSA rnd ASTM 
T a  for morur mcngtb are b d  
upon the use of pocthnd amcnt 
and sand-based morlus which set 
quickly. A dicolsion of this prob- 
lem i s to  be found in Moore and 
St- 'Chemial Tcchniqua of 
Historic M e  Andysk." Assb 
ciation of RMmt ioo  Technologp 
SKU&. X V .  1 (1982). 
15 Tat P d  
. I  Bdms mmmtncunmt of work the 
contractor SWI complete a 1 m2 test 
panel demonsbating dl as- of 
, the repair p d u r e  for uch f y p  of 
masonry r m t d  rpccard. 
' .2- The pancl(s) shall be  located a s  
directed by the Achitc*. 
-The p a d  should k loatcd in m 
inconspicuous place so that  un- 
surrarful repainting ancrnpu will 
not k noticod by the public. 
.3 The cmnplcted panel n to be u d  as 
the standard rcfercncc for acccp- 
tam or repcrian of .II rcpointing 
vork on the job. 
*The t d  panel should k prcpucd 
under the supmirion cd the Alehi- 
tect, to ensure that a full undcr- 
sanding of the proadurn. tech- 
niqua and formulations spK;r~ed 
is achieved M o m  work mrnmcner 
.4 S t a n  work only upon reccipt of 
Mitten approval of the tcii panel by 
thc Architect. 
1.6 b p k a  
.I Ckarly Lbclled umplcr of a11 ma. 
t c ~ k  to bc used on the job shall bc 
submined to thc Archiled for ap- 
provsl bcforc vork rtam. 
.2 The a p p d  ramplu rhdl b m m c  
t k  nandard materials used On the 
p b .  Substinrtiaas shall not bc pr- 
mitnd rithout vrittcn appmnl from 
Ibe Mim. 
1.7 SIO- m d  Edlk of Mllec(.L 
.I Store ecmcntitiour nutclids in ac- 
cordma with CSA AS. Store aggn- 
gaits h laad2na rilh CSA ,'ZL 
.Z All materials rrc to bc kepi dry and 
prmFCtCd fmm weather and mntam- 
matton. Masonry nnits are to  be 
ItlcLedmpdkk. 
3 Manufrctums' hbct and seals mart 
bc intae: upon delivuy. 
.4 .by  rmtcrial ihat bas deteriorated or 
has barn mntaminatcd shall not be 
incorporated into the work. and 
must k removed h m  the site. 
-5 Store time putty in plastic-lined 
scaled drums. Do not allow lime 
putty to fmrc at any time. 
=Lime puny is demoyed by fron and 
h its abiiiy to harden. 
. 
1.8 E m L m n m c d  Rcqlllrcwne 
-1 All materids mun be kept above 4 ' C  
(4O0Fl. 
.2 No m r t u  my be placed vbcu the 
temperature is below O°C (32'n. or 
below 4-C (40°F) mi3 falling. Rc- 
pointing must not bc donc at  
temperatures above 27-C (80°F) 
unless shading and water-misted 
burlap aer eru work is provided. 
.A11 work mu* be surpended duMg 
frosty vcather unless a heated 
cndosurc u provided. Work should 
not k done in fun run at tempera. 
tu rn  a h  27'C unkrs shading aC 
the walls is provided and the 
mlsonq w a  temperature is kept 
belor thin point. Burlap sacking 
and v a t a  misting ma). k n e c a u r j  
to mnml  evaporation. High temp- 
rratums cm a u s t  flash sening of 
cements md npid evaporation of 
wata in thc mu. luding ta lack of 
dc~lopment of find nlrngth by the 
OCmcd. 
.3 All newly laid masonry mortar shall 
bc pmcacd agauist bczing until it 
n a t  md dm. 
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1.9 Fkoklh 
.I All metbods d cnclonve d pro- 
tebionrhnkIoIhcappmnlofthc 
A r d l i i  
.2 MJ M mod= A d  k pmratcd 
horn crporurc lo nin and 
full sunlight until thc sorface is 
thumbp~int hrdcned. 
.3 Rovide and nuintam p-on for 
r m n m I y r + l l r a t a n t i m b ~ w o d :  
k r u r p m d c d t o p m e n t r ~ f m m  
eutaing p d y  rcpointcd muonry. 
.4 Pmtcctioa shall consist of non- 
ruining pLch -. tuponlms or 
burlap. rcatrd to p c m  liking in 
hi@ winds. 
J Rovidepmkchbaudsioapowd 
amm d a c n b k  demmtk work 
and ld openings such as dam and 
w i a d o a r w t , i i ~ ~ k ~ p e a t q  
4)mctoo  rcbriricr Maimtain p m  
kdion fork d u h  ofopan~ous  
R c m  .od dkporc of p c e a i v c  
materid 8s d d c d  by tbe Architect. 
.6 Raiwmr leaden, cwcmwghr and 
guUen lrhn k pnwcacd .gain% 
Modog&ddamagcbyrraes.ad 
~ d u a  Marc work begins. S u i i b k  
protection must be installed over 
drains rbilc maintaining normal 
wakrOor.trlltima 
-7 Pm*ideprmediw.kinrtthcrpnd 
of dust, debris and r8ter a t  o r  
beyond :be work area by suitable 
endosum d&ng dtmpanl i i s  
.8 Rncntt&arb)ofd~ddcbrjsmd 
~ I u m t o t b e b u i l ~ t g s u l i u g r l l  
opcnbpr 
.9 An mtkmcn mud k prdaIcd from 
tk deck of d w  duIbg cutting- 
an opcntiaor. Tk wmmaanrn~or rhrn 
msun that P workmen u a r  ade- 
quate. nppmvcd pIo1ccti.c equip 
men1 during thac o p c n b  and as 
rcguiroduabertuacr 
1.10 E r w a g  ccdmom 
.I Ihc matrrscor &dl rrport to the 
Architect in writing all arcas of 
scwcrclj deteriorated masonry rc- 
vulcd during the wo*. and shall 
bmmion regatding =pair or 
rcphamcm d w a r y  units. 
2 1  w a r  
.I Watcr shall be potabk and Free fmm 
mournination. 
2.2 Gmau 
. I  Cement shall be white portland 
mnci~t. as nunufacrud by Federal 
Note: 
Cement Ltd., Ingerrdl. Ooluio. 
*Low-alkali m a t  would k a bcdn 
choice. but is  is not available in 
rtuoiubk quantities in Omarb. 
Gmy podand amcnt. though )m 
cxpcnsivc, n g c n d y  n~ suiubk 
for use on hiioric masonry b p s  
of the high content of wlubk wJu 
that auu a in ing .  
and q s t d l i i t i o n  smxsts in w u i  
mrroory. ultr ruch 8s d i u m  and 
d c i u m  sulphata m d  hydmrida. 
m d  sodium silicates. Gmy poRtnd 
amcnt  lhat includes hydrttd time 
and cement in a pre-mixed state 
may Pu, be suitabk, pmvidcd that 
the ratio of mix c u d r u e n u  mu- 
form gcnenlly to thov c x t a b l i i  
in t.bk 3.6.1. Its use is suggarcd 
wherc exoarive moisture in m.smq 
is a problem. 
23 Umc 
.I Limc shall be prctcrahly slaked 
q u i c k l i i  put7y made from finely 
ground crushed quieLlime conform- 
ing to CSA A82.42 ( q n k k l i i  for 
structnral purpose%. as manufic- 
tured by Domtar Chemicals Ltd., 
k h v i l l e .  Ontario: (3/16"-haa. 
%bagged quicklii). 
*Luae putty dakcd from quick- 
time produces a nrprior. monger 
MrtU with p c c t  plrsticirJ lad  
workabiliq than putty run from 
h y d n t d  lime (CSA A82). 
2.4 P+ent 
.I Pigments s h 9  k dry. powdered, 
inorganic pigments. such as mano- 
fa@ by Northan Pigment Ltd.. 
.--rmntO. olltario. 
- .--- .--- 
*PigYMntS hh.rr: t ~ ~ d ' i d y  ban
made by beating various na turd  
urlb and m d  oxidc anuponn& 
to achior v u b n r  odourr Ochn, 
dcnm and u m k r  u c  eumplcr of 
natural earth pigments. Yellow. 
bmrn and red tonu ur p d u d  
hy heating iron orida. Man pig- 
ments tend to fade under UV 
==Po-= 
2.5 ku=w 
.I ~ h c  eggrckte;han be a r t n g r a d ~ d  
washed sand matching the tenurc 
and nnge of dra found h the mm- 
urtobemrIcbcd.Tk allourofthe 
u n d  shall be an u.ct match of Uw 
original: a blending of sands may k 
required wherc appropriate. The 
allour of the morw should ideally 
be .chiwed Ihrough the sand only. 
*The sand should contain a full 
range of sizes from fine to quite 
coarse. Asphalt sand is a readily 
available grade that gives such a 
nnge. Brick sand is g m d y  tcm 
homogeneous in grain size. The 
addition of pigments for special 
effects is normally restricted t o  
tuckpointing, sand k i n g  the gcn- 
enl colouring lgcat 
26 Bondlog Agmt 
.I B d m g  agcnu should k d with 
cavtion: synthetic admixturn ern 
cam the formation of rolnbk cLhs. 
Acql  60 (Thorosysterns Ltd.) or  
equivalent ye supriar to the poll- 
vinyl acetate (PVA) type,  wbicb 
break down under nltrnviolct ex- 
F''= 
.. .to be bcntinncd 
-C*FC 
- 
An eurrnph of the liberd 
"0rer~butfering"of m m a r  
joints in a field stone 
foundatim. 
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The i d t i d  set of the liw taker 
I b a m k d l ~ o a d a p m d o a r d i -  
& ' I b c m u I l m o w d w h i i  
portfwd amea t  prorida a f u t  
initial rcc to the m u ;  it r r q u i ~ s  
b o r r r c r . a ~ a u e f a r a b o u t h 0  
days to rchiere a rruanable 
~Af ta thkhLt imctbcmrun-  
ryskmldbckc? q&itcdrJ.r usin 
h t k ~ d t k k .  
CuboDtbo .+*-Yd  
e dioxi&gu h.irto tntcr 
the mur through the pmn muc 
-re ofthe mortar md  masonv. 
EIavy buildup dmort.r Ihoold k 
avoided if possible; where deep. 
thick joints arc ae.axsaty. the 
backup m o N r  should be mired 
ritb .a aggrtgatc ofbmken. ponw 
brick &ips or &mit.ble materi- 
al to aid in tbc aeration of the 
nun lky rbov ld  bc.ddcdto tbc 
mix just before placement. The 
p e n a  0 f L r g c ~ d 9 1 1 n  
m the m m w ~  hm4csr arbmatian 
B ~ ~ p o t a . o d p m c n ~ s  
acccss of carbon dioxide to the 
intuior. 
3.7 d Ma(.n 
.I If ir is r"xrsq to nut& ericting 
c a h d  nonu. ~ m p l c s  d 
broken mortar from tbe orrg~nal 
mrronrJ pointing must k obt*ncd 
*All matching mun bc doac with 
- t b d  nmpla of mortv to 
~ t b r c r u ( m l o s r u s e d  
F i a l  shading to match adjacent 
rar6d mnur am be obtliaed 
b j  using less colourant in many 
inaulm.SaiWmarurrbouldnd 
16.t wedken tbe band bmun *, 
mi&. or b8dlj-Nined poiut'mg. 
3 M * r l f r C t i n g s s u c h r c ~ b n c k -  
ets. clips and the like should he 
rrmondfrornwdrrusuartting- 
a- 
.4 band adjaunt jobB art not to k 
cut out, but left in their present 
PUe. 
*Some judgement will be mpiiwl 
w k  -jot peu!tq6 of join- 
on a wall are bcmg cot out, to 
determine if 100% repointing is 
roq~for.atheticpurpora. 
.5 Arerfofjoi i  p ~ r c p o i o t -  
edusmgahudomcntmdrrndmix 
a n  to k h t c d  u dd&c joinhg 
UIdaltod 
*Hud martars k d  to @ling md 
ppmbling of the edges m d  f . m  of 
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